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WHY DO STUDENTS LOVE KRITIK?

92%
Kritik allowed me to quickly
receive personalized
feedback on my work

+6% 
from 
F22

92%
Participating in Kritik
activities helped me learn the
course content better

+11% 
from 
F22

98%
I was honest in the written
evaluations I gave my peers
in Kritik

LEARNING BY TEACHING

“Kritik is so easy to use and I love the fact that I can see how other
students think and work on the same questions and how differently we

interpret what we learned in class. It helped me become a better
evaluator and improve my writing skills.”

New!

Data from 570 student respondents in Fall 2023



WHY DO STUDENTS LOVE KRITIK?

86%
My communication skills
improved as a result of using
Kritik

+6% 
from 
F22

83%
The grades my peers gave me
were similar to the grades
my instructor would have
given me

+8% 
from 
F22

86%
My critical thinking skills
improved as a result of using
Kritik

+13% 
from 
F22

SELF-REFLECTION

“I love the feedback part [In Kritik], where I can get constructive
responses for my answers. I got to learn other people’s solutions while
solving the same question in a different perspective which enhances

my knowledge base about that problem”



WHY DO STUDENTS LOVE KRITIK?

79%
When I provided
constructive written
evaluations for my peers I
was not penalized for my
honesty

58%
Believe Kritik should be
used in more than one
course they take



97%
Customer Satisfaction
score on Kritik‘s live
support chat

30 
SECONDS

Average response time for
Kritik’s live support chat 

WHY DO STUDENTS LOVE KRITIK?
We provide world-class 24/7 customer support to all Kritik users.

QUICK STUDENT SUPPORT

"I have only heard positive things from students about your Support team. I
think they like that I don’t have to get involved in their issues. My guess is

that your support is at least 10 times better than the support our university
provides, which can take weeks to resolve any issues."

- Prof. Brian Hoyt | Ohio University



KEY PRODUCT CHANGES OF 2023

AI-Generated Activities & Rubrics
Quickly generate activities and
rubrics in just seconds with our AI
Activities & Rubrics generator

Live Presentations
Increase student

engagement during class
presentations with real-

time peer feedback

Role Management
Assume any of the

following three roles:
Instructor, Student,

Collaborator all within
one Kritik account

AI-Plagiarism Content Checker
Quickly detect the use of AI-Plagiarism
in student submissions with our built-in
content checker
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